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The project known as "Archaeological 
Exploration of Sardis" beıgan in the 
summer of Iı958. The mission stayed at 
Sardis from June 1ü to September 9. The 
actual excavation campaign took place 
from .June 20 through August 30, with a 
labor force varyin.g from 35 to ca. 100 
workmen. Notable results were accom- 
plished in the exploration of some major 
buildings of the Roman city and in the 
discovery of a complex of the Lydi<an 
period. • 

The Archaeological Exploration of 
Sardis is a joint unctertaki:nıg of the l<'ogg 
Art Museum of Harvard University anct 
Corne'H University under the auspıces of 
the American Schooıs of Orienta'l lle- 
search. The general purpose of this project 
is the exp1oration of S,ardis from its be- 
ginnings ası a human community in Pre - 
hi·storic times through all subsequent pe- 
riods of the urban development of the ca- 
p1tal of Lydi•a. Financial means for the 
19;58 oampaign were provided by Corneıl 
University, the Fogg Museum of Harvard 
Univresity, and the Bollinıgen Foundation 
of New Yor.k throuıgh a grant made to 
the American Schoolıs of Orientıal Re- 
search. Additional means were received 
from a group of interested persons known 
as the Supporters of Sardis. We are great- 
ly indebted to Prestdent John D. Barrett 
of the  BoHingen Foudation, P:rıesident 
I)eane Malott of Cornell University, to 
the President and Trustees of the Ame- 
rican Schools of Oriental Research, and to 
Professor John P. Coolidge, Director of 
the Foıgg Museum, for their helpful inte - 
rest in the project. 

We owe a profound <lebt of gratitude 

to the Ministry of National Education of 
the Turkish RepubHc and to its Depart - 
ment of Antiquities and Musıeums, whose 
generoU:s cooperation enabled us to initi- 
ate the project. Bay Kamil Su, Director 
General of Museums and Antiquities, has 
been unfailing in giving us the benefit of 
his helıp and encouragement. The Depart- 
ment was represented during the 19'58 
campaign at Sıardis by  Bay Kemal Ziya • 
Polıatkan, Director of the Manisa Museum, 
Commissioner,  whose energy and expe- 
rience were unstintinıgly    placed  at our 
disposal, and by Dr. Baki Öğün of the 
University of Ankara, as Assistant Dom- 

missioner, who also served as a member 
of the excavation staff and wası always 
reıa,dy to help. The construction of an ex- 
cavation house and museum was under - 
taken jointly by the Department of An - 
tiquities and the Sıardis E:,opedition. This 
structure has been now (H 59) completed. 
it will become the property of the De - 
partment of Antiquities   and serve as a 
museum after the work of the expedition 
to S1ardis has ended. 

lt is a pleasure to record here the 
interıest shown in the Sardis project by 
His Excelılency, the Vali of M:anisa, by 
the Director of Education of the Vilayet 
of Mıanisa, Bay F,erit Çamoğlu, by the 
Kaymakıam of Kaza Salihli, and by other 
representatives of the Turkish authorities. 
Their wHlingn,ess to assist us enabled us 
to secure temporary quarters in the Pri - 
mary School of Sart Mustafa and hel,ped 
solve many other proıblem:s attendant upon 
housing of our staff and the start of our 
operation. 

We should  also  like  to  thank the 
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Honorable Fletcher Warren, Ambassador 
of the United States to Turkey, lVlr. John 

Gooctyear, Counselor of tne mbassy  of 
the unıted ,:::iıtates,· .M,r. Donaıd .t:Slıalrnman 
l!;ddy, American Consul in Izınir, and 

various members of the A:merican com - 
munity in lzmir for their he1'p and advice. 

'l'ıhe campaign of  1958 was directed 
by Professor George M. A. Hanfmann, 
liarvard University, as Field Director, 
and Dean A. Henry Detweiler1 CorneH 
University, Presi!dent of the American 
SchooLs of Oriental Research, as Field 
Advisor. Other regulıar members of the 
staff were: Professor Thomas H. Canfield, 
Cornell, and Professor Marion Dean Ross, 
University of Oregon, architects; Mr. 
Donald P. Hansen, Haıcvard, archaeolo- 
gist_; Mr. John Washeba, Har,vard, con- 
sıervator; Dean Sherman E. Johnson, The 
Ghurch Divinity School of the Pacific, 
epi,grapher and archaeoloıgist; Mrs. Cat- 
herine S. Detweiler, numismatist; Mrs. 
Ilse Hanfmann, recorder. Mr. Güven Ba - 
,kir was employed as draftsman. 

The only previous major effort to 
excavate Sardis had been made by an AI?e- 
rican expedition oııganized by Howard 
Crosby Butler of Princeton University. 
This expedition worked from 1910 - 1914 
and again, briefly, under T. L. Shear, like- 
wise, of Princeton; in 19212. lt accomplis- 
hed the tl'emendous task of freeing the 
large marble temp'lıe of Artemis, which is 
located in the side valley of the Pactolus 
(Fig. 1). Butler and his colleagues also 
made a survey of the area of ıSardis (ıbut 
not of the Royıal, Cemetery of Bin Tepe), 
opened over a thousa:nıd graves, chiefly in 
the Pactoılus valley, and dM some work at 
the Roya1 Cemetery of Bin Tepe, about 
four miles north of Sıardis (1) . 

1The earlier expedition did not attempt 
the excavation  of any of the ruins s.tHl 

 

(ı) Cf. H. C. Butler, Sardis ı :ı, The Exca- 

vations I9IO - 19I4 (Leyden, 1922). T. L. Shear, 

American Journal of Archaeology  26  (1922) 

308 - 409, and 31 (1927) 19 - 25.  . 

visiıble above ground at S,ardis nor had it 
succeeded in ascertaining the location of 
the city of the Lydian period (2). 

ln our initial campaiıgn we had decided 
to begin the recording of some of the ma- 
jor architectu:rıal complexes and to initiate 
,by soundinghs the quest for the Ly<lian 
strata. 

in the side valley of the Pactolus, we 
unçlertook three soundings in the vicinity 
of the temple of Artemis (Fig. 1, 'S', 'L', 
and 'KG'). The first trench ('ıS'), marked 
'Excavation' on the plan Ftg. 2, was c,a. 
1ı5 meters Jong and 10 meters wide. it was 
started from Butler's "Hel,Jenistic-Lydian" 
level of the precinct to the south of the 
Artemis temple and just south of the area 
previously sounded by Butler (of. Sardis 

1, 42 f., for the "Hellenistic-Lyıdian" level 
2, and pp. 134 f., 145, for Butler's exca- 
vation south of the temple; also plan 111). 
Below the mixed surface level (I) we came 
upon a river bed with two major str:ata 
(il, 2.36 - 3.79 m.; 111. 3.79 4.47 111.). Our 
levels were me::ısured from Butler's da.tum 
line on the south pteroma of the Artemis 
temple. Underneath strata il and 111 was 
hardpan devoid of human artifacts (IV, 
4.47 - 6.62 m.). Sherds found in the river 
bed ranıged from the Geometric period 
throuıgh the sixth century B. C. A Lydian 
graffitto (FLg. 3) and a terııacotta die 
(dice, Fig. 4) were most notable finds. 

The secoRd trencJ.1 (Fig. 1, 'L'), on 
the terrace above and to the southo of · the 
first, was expanded into an excavation of 
a Roman structure (Fig. 2, BuHding 'L'; 
plan by A. H. Detweiler) of which three 
rooms had been partially cleared by Butler 
(cf. Sardis 1, plan 111, lower left corner, 
on the 100 contour !ine). This building 'L' 

 

(2) A sounding made in 1914 in a torrent 

bed northeast of the Temple of Artemis is said 

to have encountered Lydian walls as well as 

Lydian pottery, but it was interrupted by the 

outbreak of World War I and was never re- 

ported in detail. Cf. G.M.A. Hanfmann, Studies 

D. M. Robinson ı (1951) 170 ff. 
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had at least seven rooms arranged in two 
parallel rows. lts maximum preserved 
uımensıons are ca. 0U meters lwest - eıas,t) 
by 18 meters (north - south).  ı:;oundings 
in depth aıong the north waıı and wıthın 
the rooms 'A' anct '.l::S' revea:ıed l:>eıow the 
H.oman floors a level of .ashes :and shercts 
(at a deptn ot ı:,o m in · .ı:s- J whıcn seems 
to begin ın the fıtth century .ı:;, C.  Uuder- 
neatn, there was again a torrent bed lat 
ca. .15U - 4.60 m.) and hardpan. T.tıus tne 
occupation of the southern part of tne 
precınct of Artemis does not appear to 
nave begun before the fifth century .ı:;, C. 
'l'he resuıts of our sounctinıgs throw doubt 
upon Butıer's assumption that an archaıc 
tempıe of the time of Croesus existed once 
in the area of the large Hellenistic temple. 

'l'he Koman ouııaıng 'L' remaınea ın 
use unnı tne 1uth century A. lJ. · ı·races. 01 
buriaıs at ıts ctisrupted soutnern enct may 
beıong to tne .ı:syzantine cemetery pre- 
vıousıy encounterect by .Butıer. C1. l:iaraıs 

1, PP. rn4
1 

145. A seconctary Jsyzantine 
occupation ot some of the rooms cturinıg 
the twelf,th and thirteenth century A. lJ. 

is attested by coins. 
Our third ·sounding 'KG' on a flat - 

topped hi:J:l northeast of the Artemis pre - 
cinct ("K.aıgirlik Tepe", marked 'KU' in 
Fiıg. 1)  was a step.ped trench, ca. lı3  by 
3.5 meters. A dozen of Roman graves were 
found, some built of bricks, others roughly 
put together of tiles (Fig. 5, plan and 
sectioıt by A. H. Detweiler; Fig. 6, pho- 
tograıph of graves 'G' and 'H'). The soil 
underneaıth cemetery was bara-en of any 
man - made remains. Grave goods were 
very sıcarce but a broken glass bottle (3) 
aııd the fragment of a Roman ı,amp found 
in grave 'H' seem to indicate a date in the 
second or third century A. D. 

ıSimuı}taneously, we began the excava- 
tion of two laııge structures in the Hermus 
Plain. Building 'B' (cf. Fiıg. 1) is located 

 

(3) it resemıbles the type discussed by O. 

Vessberg, "Roman Glass in Cy,prus, "Opuscula 

Archaeologica 7 (1952) 131 f., pl. 7: ıı - 12. 

some 200 meters east of the modern bridge 
across the P.actolus. This structure whicn 
isı more than l O meters ıonıg consists of 
two apsida:! ha.lls and a central unit, all 
aligned on a north - south axis (Fig, 7, 
preııiminary plan by T. H. Cıanfield). lts 
construction features piers of masonry 
lirrked by strong walıls ot brick aııd ruhbıe 
}aid in horizontral courses (Figs. 81 9). ıts 
s.outhern facade and about two thirds of 
the semicircular platform which foılows 
the course of the south apse were exca:va- 
ted as well as the southern part of the 
long east wall. A well - made floor, origi- 
naHy covered with marble slabs, was 
reached in a pit at the northern end of 
the exoavation within the building. 

ın tne center oı tııe semıcırc;uıar pıat- 
iorm oı tııe soum apse mere came to ıı-gııc 
an ıns,crıoect oase ıor a statue 01 tne ıw - 
man .h.mperor Lucıus verus  (ltil - lo 

A. .LJ.), .t1ıgs, ıo, ı,ı, l J. T.he ctedicant, 
Cıauaıus Anwnıus  Lepıdus, "from· tne 
oeginning took care of the actminıstratıon 
ot the gymnasium'', according to the trans- 
J.ıation sugıgested by Louis Hıobert. 'l'ne 
inscription discıosesı that he  was Cnıet 
.Priest of Asia, archiereus Asüıs; he decti- 
cated a statue of Fausttna the Younger, 

. Sardis 7, 1932, No. 619. 
Adjacent to the southern facade of 

"B" was a row of shops, three of which 
(ıSW 1, 2, 3) were exoavated (Plan Fig. 
113, photo Fiıg. lı4). They yielded consıi.de - 
rable .amounts of coal, animal bones and 
she·1ls, glass (Figs. lı5

1 
116, 39, 40), and 

some three hundred  bronze  coins,  The 
1aıtest coinsı dıate frıom the rule of Herakli- 
os (6,10 - 641 A. D.) 

In the easternmost area of the Romart 
city we explored the eastern part of a large 
complex of limesıtone masonry 'OG' (Fi:g. 

1; cf. Sardis 1, Ill. 18 and p. 30). H. C. 
Butler had conjectured that it mi1ght be 
the city gate for the Roy.a,l Roaıd. This 
structure consists of an oblonıg ca. 30 by 
9 meters, with a larıge "Main Arch" (Fig. 
1'7) and semicircular and rectangular re- 
cesses which open on the east and west 
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facades and are roofed by barrel vaults, 
and half - domes of masonry. A hemicycle 
adjoins the northern end of the oblong 
(Ftg. 18). At a depth of 9 m ters below 
the top of the structure, the appearance 
under the base of the "Main Arch" of the 
keystones and voussoirs of another arch 
showed that a lower story exists below 
that eX!posed (Fig. 1,9). The complex ex - 
tends to the west and to the north. Consi- 
deraıble evidence of Byzantine repairs came 

. to liıght but nothinıg to indicate  the date 
of the original construction. 

Our !ast trench was begun on Au- 
gust 2, slightly east of Building "B" and 
just south of Hıe Turgutlu-ıSalihıi highway 
('HB' in Fig. 1). lt was eventually expan- 
ded to ca. l::! by L5 m. The origina'l inten- 
tion was to probe in deptb., but almost 
immediately under the surface we came 
upon the walls of a residential complex of 
Homan and Early Chris,tian times. The 
ten ''units" uncovered '1u-ring three and a 
half weeks digging in 1958 are certainly 
only one part of a structure of substantiai 
size. Units ı, 2, 5, 7 and 8 are on a lower 

level; Units 3, 4, 6, and 10 are on a higher 
level (cf. Figs. 20, p1an, and 21, section 

by T. H. Canfield). The photo.gra.ph, Fig. 
22, taken from BuHdinıg "B" shows in the 
foreground the base of Lucius Verus under 
the central window of the south apsıe of 

"B", then the highway and just beyond it 
th·e excavation of this "House of Bronzes". 

The building was constructed Iargely 
of fairly regular flat river stones laid in 
cement and of bricks. It had undergone 
various changes and repairs. It perished 
in a conflagration, which, on the evidence 
of the few coins found, may have occurred 
in the second half of  the fourth century 
A. D. 

Unit 1 was a vaulted ı·oom with steps 
leading down its east side. These are attes- 
ted by stepping stones projecting from 
the wall (Fig. 23, left foreground; Fig.'24). 
The wa11s were covered with thick grey 
plaster. A large storage jar stood in the 
southeast corner, a hwge terracotta plate 

ı1ay just north of it, while a terıracotta bowl 
was in the southwest corner. The disco- 
very of bronze vessels and utensils in, this 
room has induced us to name the entire 
structure ,the "Hom,e of Bronzes". üne of 
the bronzes, a wine flagon with angular 
shouiıder is seen .Jying against the south 
wal'l in Fig. 2,4. 0thers (Figs. 42, 43) were 
found lyinıg near the north wall. Unit, 2, 
ltkewise vaulted, was on a somewhat 
Mgher 1evel; it may, at one time, have 
served as •a cistern. In this room, the plas- 
ter had been reddened and made friable 
by the viol,ence of fire. In Unit 3, there is 
preserved a stairc.ase with three steps buiit 
of bricks. Unit 5, at approximateiy the 
same floor Ievel as Unit 2, had a maı,ble 
floor with a patterned center piece of 
op1ıs sectile. The two other "basement" 
units, 7 and 8, communicated through a 
door. Unit 8 was carefully paved with 
large tiles. Unit 7 revealed various features 
suggestive of industrial activity. Thus a 
tank was found along the east side of the 
excavated area; two marble containers, 
one standing against the wall between 
Unit 7 and Unit 8 and another lying in 
the northern part of Unit 7 (both shown 
in plan, F1g. 20) contained sulphur. In 
addition to frıaıgments of several pithoi, 
the excavation of this room produced a 
large bronze basiİı or brazier (Vig. 44). 
In the southeasıt corner of the area exca- 
vated, there stood a marble statue of 
Bacchus (Fig. 45 a, b) ; behind it lay se - 
veral stone basins or morhrs and a stone 
pestle in the shape of a human leg. Litt.le 
is known as yet about the units on the 
upper level, as Units, 4 and 10 were con- 
siderably disru:pted and Unit 6 is not as 
yet completely exc.avated. Unit 6 is paved 
with }arge tiles. A marble block was lying 
in the center of the floor. Several water 
pipes or drains run through Units 4 and 
10. The walls of the "House of Bronzes" 
continue northward past Unit 9, The 
northern part of Unit 7 has revealed part 
of a vault, yet to be excavated. 

Ası is obvious from the contents  of 
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the lower rooms, the "House of Bronzes" 
was ab.audoned in haste; the residents 
never returned to retrieve their be1on- 
gings, which we found covered by heavy 
fall of rubble and bricks. 

During the last ten days of the work 
in this sector, we decided to go down in 
depth in the ,area north of Unit 1, designa- 
ted as Unit 9 on the plan Fig. 20. After 
two days, numerous closely packed frag- 
ments and indeed large parts of Lydian 
va,ses began to a1ppear (Fiıg. 25). An 
earth floor covered with ashes was dis- 
cernible at a depth only some 0.70 cm. 
below the Roman and Early Christian floor 
of Unit 1 (Fig. 26, cf. the section Fi,g. 
21). Eventually, two short stretches of a 
wall - base of large river sıtones which ran 
north - south were uncovered (Fig. 25, 
foreground). In the southwest corner we 
found parts of a circular structure of river 
stones, which seemed to arch as if to 
make a dome. Its upper part had been 
either disrupted by or incorporated into 
the foundation walJ of the "House of 
Bronzes" (photogııaph Fig. 27; the Ro - 
man or Early Christian wall is, seen in 
the upper right of the photograph and 
along the west side of Unit 9, on the pl,an 
Fig. 20). A channel framed by stones led 
into the circular structure. The plan .and 
appearance of the circular st.ructure are 
suggesıtive of a potter's kiln or an oven. 
The lower p.:ı.rt of the structure was filled 
with a heavy deposit of black ashes. 

The homogeneousı character of the 
pottery ,and its consideraıble quantity in- 
duce us to believe we ha.ve come upon eit- 
her the sales-shop or the workshop of a 
Lyrlian potter. The date is given by .1 frag- 
ment of imported Greek "Wild Goat A" 

ware (Fiıg. 37). Apparently the workshop 
flourished in the late seventh century B. 
C. and was theıı suddenly abandoned and 
coverecl up. Except for the east wall of 
Unit 9, the Roman building activity for 
the "House of Bronzesı'' did not ı·e'lch 
deeply enongh to clistnrb th€ Lydian depo- 
sit. 

Durinıg• the last three days, we made 
a sınalı sounding in depth in the northeast 
corner of Unit 9, going down to almost 2 

m. below the Lydian floor ("pit" in plan 
Fig. 20 and section Fig. 21). In the upper 

part of the "pit", Geometric sherds even 
earlier than those of the Lydian Shop we- 
re accompained  by a monochrome black 

and grey ware. The lowest ha'lf-meter of 
this pit has, yielded so far only river sand. 

The finding of    an  ascertainable 
Lydian level only   a little over 2 meters 
below modern surface may have an impor- 

tant bearing on the problem of locating 
the Lydian city. Butler believed that the 

city of the Lyıdian Kinıgs was situated in 
the Pactolus va1ley. The discovery of the 

"Lydian Sho,p" suggests that  the city of 
the Lydians is to be looked for in the area 

along the northern foot of the Acropolis, 
within the boundariesı of the HeUenistic 

and Roman city. We propose   to explore 
this possibility during our next campaiıgns. 

The objects found    during the 1958 
campaign include an   extensive sequence 
of Lydian  pottery. An early phase  (Fig. 
27 a) shows links to Greek Proto - .geomet- 

ric and Geometric as weılıl as resemblances 
to Cy,priote, Cilician, and Southwest Ana- 

tolian Iron Aıge.  It was re.presented by 
sherds found ·under the f.loor of the 
"Lydian S.hop" (and occasional pieces 
from the Artemis precinct) (4), while the 
pottery from the floor Ievel of the "Lydian 
Shop" exemplifies the mixture of Geomet- 
ric and Orientalizing  elements  current 
in Lydi,.a around 600 B. C. (Figs. 28-3:6). 
The Rhodian "Wildgoat" sherd was found 
above the floor (Fig. W7). The later deve- 
lopment is mirrored in the material from 
the Artemis precinct (Fi,g. 38) which may 
carry clown into HeHenistic times (ma- 
tertal found under 'L'). The abundant 
though poorly preserved finds of glasıs in 

(4) The material to some degree confirms 

the classification ·proposed in D. M. Robinson 

Studies ı but considerably enriches the picture 

of Early Lydian pottery in many respects, 
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the shops south of building 'B' include both table ware (Figs. 39, 40) and window glass (Fiıg. 
41), presumably of Eearly By- zantine date. Only bronze coins were found, the earliest perhaps 
of Hellenistic times; the la:rıgest number seems to date from the time between Constantine and 
Heraklios (cf. the remarks by H. W. Bell, 
Sardis n, 19L6, vii). 

The vessels and implements found in the "House of Bronzes" incluıde .a remar - kable 
shovel - like implement surmounted by a cross, perhaps a successor to the Roman vatillıım 

or batillum (Fig. 42); two censers, one round (Fig. 43), one hexa,gonal, of shapes well 
known from Coptic and other finds; two heating - vesseis (authepsae, c,aıdaria), one of 
which has a close par.allel found in a Ro- yal grave at BaUana (Nu!bia); a mi,ghty bronze 
cauldron or brazier (Fig. 44); .and two bronze flagons with angular shoul- ders. A stone 
statue (of Bacchus, Fig. 45 
.!!., b) was like'Yise found in the "House of 
Bronzes." From Building 'B' comes a marble pilaster capital of the s,econd cen- tury A. D. 
which includes the representa- tion of an archaic Anatolian image (Fig. 46). The same ima,ge 
appears on Roman coins of Sardis (cf. the discussion by B. V. Head, BMC Lydia, 1901, cx). 
A very fine marble foot slightly over life size was also found in "B" (Fig. 47). Parts of a broken 
s.tatue of a youth leaning against a piHar came to light under the floor of the Byzantine 
shops south of 'B', and also the base ofa  two - figure group (Fi,g. 48). 



Amon:g the chance finds made outside of the excavation but brought to the expe- dition is 
a fine funerary stele depicting a seated woman named Matis and a stan - ding girl; an epigram 
of four lines is inscribed above. It is probably early Helle- nistic. A modest relief found east of 
the precinct of Artemis claims .attention as the earliest certain • representation of Cybele, 
the great goddess of Sardis, so far to be found at Sardis. It seems to be a work of the 
fourth century B. C. (.Figs. 49 a, b). The ,goddess holds a lion in her lap while another is 
seated at her feet.. 

In addition to the Ly,dian gr:affito (Fiıg. 3, four letters, RLAM, according to the reading 
of Professor J. Puhvel; incised on poor black - glaze fraıgment), two vases from the "Lydiıan 
Shop"  have "potter's 

mar.ks"; one of these (Fi:g. 34) shows the graffito it? on the foot of a Bla.cık-on-Red stemmed 
cup from the "Lydian Shop." Eiıght Greek and one Latin inscription (mostly small fragments) 
were found in the excavation. Sherman E. Johnson also reports five new Greek inscriptions 
which 

he located outside the excavation; one of these mentions a dedication to King Eu - menes (the 
second ?) of Pet'gamon in the s.anctuary of Sabazios. Dean Jöhnson wiU include in his 
(forthcoming)  report  an 

account of the present state and location of inscriptions previously known as well as a list 
of unpublished inscriptions Ieft by the First Sardis e pedition in the ruins of their 
excavation house. 

 


